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ODIN: A Single Model for 2D and 3D Perception

Thank you for your feedback. The reviewers find the idea001

of segmenting both 2D images and 3D point clouds with a002

single architecture interesting (PhCo, EST1, vCUv), with003

“impressive” performance on several 3D datasets (vCUv,004

EST1) and in an embodied setup (vCUv).005

[PhCo] “ODIN lags behind MAFT [28] by 10 points in006

ScanNet.” MAFT operates over 3D point clouds sampled007

from ScanNet meshes, similar to Mask3D. As explained008

in L419-425, L126-L143, this provides an advantage over009

methods that use sensor point clouds, like ODIN, because010

labels are annotated over mesh 3D points, and are mis-011

aligned to the sensor 3D point cloud (and corresponding012

RGB 2D point features), as also pointed out in previous013

works [21, 35] (EST1). MAFT is concurrent to ODIN and014

its contribution is on devising different methods for object015

query initialization and refinement, which ODIN can incor-016

porate. Thus, MAFT is complementary to our approach017

(L382-387), which targets to forego benchmark 3D meshes018

and utilize pre-trained 2D backbones for 3D segmentation.019

[vCUv] “Perception is more than segmentation.” Fair020

point. We will replace “perception” with “segmentation”021

in our paper title and all other instances in the paper.022

[vCUv] “ODIN running “directly on sensor data” is mis-023

representative of the need for pose.” We agree. We will024

clarify that ODIN needs additional post-processing for ob-025

taining poses and delete lines about running directly on sen-026

sor data. As you point out, the main difference between027

the methods is how much post-processing is needed, not028

whether it is needed or not. For example, ScanNet utilizes029

BundleFusion exclusively for obtaining poses, not meshes,030

which are obtained by VoxelFusion, followed by various031

post-processing steps. Additionally, many real-world appli-032

cations use techniques like Visual Odometry, SLAM, ICP,033

SfM, IMU, and GPS sensors, none of which mandate 3D034

mesh reconstruction.035

[vCUv] “Jointly 2D-3D training drops 2D performance.036

Data balancing?” Currently, training jointly over 2D and037

3D helps performance in 3D without dramatically drop-038

ping performance in 2D. Using COCO:ScanNet ratio of 2:1039

yields 46.1 mAP on ScanNet and 42.5 mAP on COCO com-040

pared to 1:1 ratio in the paper which yielded 48.3 mAP on041

ScanNet and 40.7 mAP on COCO. We will add the follow-042

ing to our limitations: “Our results suggest a competition043

between 2D and 3D segmentation performance when train-044

ing ODIN jointly on both modalities. Exploring ways to045

make 2D and 3D training more synergistic is a promising046

avenue for future work.”047

[EST1] “ In Figure 2, do RGB-D and single RGB images048

share input layer, backbone and mask decoder head?”049

There’s no dedicated “input layer”, this only signifies the050

entry point of the inference process. From the backbone,051

the 2D ResBlocks are shared across both RGB and RGB-D 052

images, while the 3D RelPos Attn blocks are only used by 053

the RGB-D images. Mask decoder head weights are fully 054

shared across both RGB and RGB-D images, and differ- 055

entiation between RGB and RGB-D is based solely on the 056

positional encodings. [EST1] “How do you combine 2D 057

and 3D features?” RGB-D and RGB images are fed sepa- 058

rately in different forward passes but they share the neural 059

architecture weights, as explained above. 060

[EST1] “Table 4: Why and how joint 2D-3D training 061

helps?” Joint 2D-3D training helps through weight shar- 062

ing across both 2D and 3D segmentation tasks, which helps 063

fight overfitting on the smaller-scale ScanNet dataset. Scan- 064

Net dataset is much smaller than COCO and thus 2D-3D 065

co-training does not improve performance in the 2D COCO 066

benchmark. 067

[vCUv] “Inference time on ODIN vs Mask3D” We follow 068

Mask3D and only include model inference time without the 069

data-loading time in our reported inference time. We use 070

batch size=1 for both ODIN and Mask3D. All the N views 071

are processed in parallel resulting in a single forward pass 072

through the model for ODIN. The 2D-3D and 3D-2D pro- 073

jection operations involve cheap computations like reshap- 074

ing or matrix multiplication. As discussed in Section 1.4 075

of the appendix, Mask3D with sensor point cloud is slower 076

than with mesh point cloud because at the same voxel size 077

(0.02m), more voxels are occupied in sensor point cloud 078

( 110k on avg.) compared to mesh point clouds ( 64k on 079

avg.) as mesh-cleaning sometimes discards large portion of 080

the scene. The transfer of features from the sensor point 081

cloud to the mesh point cloud adds an extra 7 ms. 082

[vCUv] “Is feature transfer from sensor to mesh just a 083

different “Upsample layer”” Yes, a different upsampling 084

layer, where the upsampling targets come from mesh point 085

cloud instead of sensor point cloud. 086

[vCUv] “Performance of ODIN on mesh-based depth? 087

Mask3D is not tuned for AI2THOR” ODIN with mesh 088

depth obtains 48.3% mAP on ScanNet, compared to 45.7% 089

mAP with sensor depth. Note that this mesh-rendered depth 090

still has misalignments with the sensor RGB image, where 091

our point features come from. Rendered RGB images have 092

significant rendered artifacts which make them unsuitable 093

for pre-trained backbones. Additionally, depth rendered 094

from ScanNet mesh typically has large holes due to miss- 095

ing scene regions which got dropped during mesh-cleaning. 096

For Mask3D on AI2THOR, we tried several training sched- 097

ules and hyperparameters and kept the best results, while 098

training it for more than a week to ensure convergence. Be- 099

sides, ODIN outperforms Mask3D on same sensor depth on 100

ScanNet and both sensor and mesh depths on ScanNet200. 101
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